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HP Prelude Topload

Style meets durability
Transport your work gear with a stylish and durable laptop
bag thoughtfully designed with nylon fabric and a padded
compartment for your laptop. The HP Prelude Topload comes
with convenient handles or a crossbody strap that helps you
carry it the way you want. A pop of color on the zipper is sure to
brighten your day every time you open the bag.
Protect your tech
Protect your laptop from bumps and scrapes while you hustle through your day, with a durable
nylon exterior and a 15.6 inch diagonal padded compartment.
Thoughtfully organized
Whether you’re working from home or in the office, this bag has just what you need. With a top
zip closure and a dedicated compartment that fits up to a 15.6 inch laptop, your topload has
space for all your essentials like your charger, dongles, phone, pens and more.
Carry it your way
Carry your laptop bag how you want to. With double handles or hands free cross body strap, plus
a convenient luggage pass-through that allows you to slide your topload onto a rolling suitcase.
Quality you can trust
Made with strong materials to ensure durability this laptop bag comes with one-year standard
limited warranty. Over 20 quality tests, including strap and zipper strength, and fabric abrasion,
ensure you trust your investment.
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Specifications

HP Prelude Topload

Part number

1E7D7AA

Dimensions (H x W x D)

11.22 x 15.75 x 2.36 in (285 x 400 x 60 mm)

Weight

0.66 lb (0.30 kg)

Volume

14.5 L

Color

Grey & Black with blue zipper detail

Compatibility statement

Fits up to 15.6” diagonal size laptops.

Warranty

One-year limited warranty.

Country of origin

China

What’s in the box

HP Prelude Topload
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